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I'm not the protagonist of a novel or anything... I'm a college student who likes to read, as if they could find anywhere. But... if, by the argument, you had to write a story with me in the lead role, it would certainly be... A tragedy.-Kaneki Ken, Ch 1 This is the story of an average college boy,
who finds hid attacked by a ghoul, creatures with supernatural strength, speed and skills and who only eat human flesh. As fate has it, our boy Kaneki ends up in a hospital with the organs of or I am not the protagonist of a novel or anything... I'm a college student who likes to read, as if they
could find anywhere. But... if, by the argument, you had to write a story with me in the lead role, it would certainly be... A tragedy.-Kaneki Ken, Ch 1 This is the story of an average college boy, who finds hid attacked by a ghoul, creatures with supernatural strength, speed and skills and who
only eat human flesh. As fate has it, our boy Kaneki ends up in a hospital with the organs of one of these ghouls transplanted into it. Say Hello apart-ghoul, part-human, our hero, the Tokyo Ghoul.So this is the basic premise of it. Now I gave it 4 stars. But I remember loving it beyond
anything when I read it about 2-3 years ago. Maybe I grew up. Maybe I changed. Anyway, its still a great manga, just not a 5-star. The plot in one sense is very mainstream. The concept is new with ghouls and everything. But we've all read too many books with a half-human good-hearted
hero who becomes a half-thing (think: vampire, werewolf, demon, oni, zombie. Its endless) and is forced to change its perspective on what is right and what is wrong. Oh, internal struggle, the walk to the edge of humanity, the agitation of morality. Add: an interesting set of characters to
teach our man how to live his new life. A bunch of lunatic villains. Lots of gore and blood and broken spines. You got it. But don't we love that happening? I, for one, cannot resist when a person's principles are challenged in a story. When you have to find a new moral code to live with. I like
it when my own principles are challenged, as a reader. That, or maybe I'm a sadist. Because in reality, it's so easy to be fair and self-justified when you have the luxury of being. What would you do when nature itself is forcing you to become something you're not. How to eat human flesh, for
example. You can't fight nature. If you do, chances are you'll end up dead. Now that Kaneki has become a monster, how will he retain some of his old gentle self? Plus, it's writing. The prose is amazing. And I'm just reading the mis-translated version. It must be just beautiful in the language
The whole story is inspired by Egg of the Black Goat, a novel by Takatsuki Sen, an author of which Kaneki is a fan. There are many times when Kaneki Kaneki draws parallels between his life and the life of the egg in the book. Art. It's unnecessarily ugly and grotesque, but I guess a lot of
people like it that way. I don't care about violence and blood. But I care about this: uh.. Anyway, the action settings are very well drawn. Actually, you know what's going on in this manga. Most of the other manga, I half understand and half assume and then wait for the anime to come out.
So that's great. (Also, the anime of this series is AMAZING! Go see it. Run along.) One of the other main characters introduced in this volume is Touka. and so I wanted to like him, but he just couldn't. It definitely has all the qualities I tend to like in my heroines. Short hair, anguish and she is
also powerful! But all this anguish seems so useless. I know she is a ghoul who is hunted by humans and life is difficult and she is young. But I still can't empathize with it at a basic level. Am I too heartless? It's so generic, it breaks my heart. And I'm okaaaaay with generic, even Kaneki is
generic! But dayum, she didn't do it for me. I really like the name of this series. Jordi. :D It looks a little poetic. The mangaka has done a lot of homework to make this story, clearly. Your shows on each page. Even chapter titles are evil and so on. Its definitely a great piece of work, worth
going back to over and over again. ... more Edit Comments Share Community Content is available at CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Why should you read manga online at Mangakakalot ? There are many reasons why you should read Manga online, and if you are a fan of this unique
narrative style, then learning about them is a must. One of the biggest reasons why you should read Manga online is the money you can save. While there is nothing like actually holding a book in your hands, there is also no denying that the cost of these books can add up quickly. So why
not join the digital age and read Manga online? Another great reason to read Manga online is the large amount of material that is available. When you go to a comic book store or another bookstore their shelves are limited by the space they have. When you go to an online site to read
manga these limitations don't exist. So if you want the best selection and also want to save money and then read Manga online should be an obvious choice for you ©2016 Mangakakalot, all rights reserved. Maximum speed, totally free. Fusion Demo A-PDF: Buy from www.A-PDF.com
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